NOTES:

1. Refer to the Paraguard Root to Wall Expansion Joint product literature for information on product sizing and installation of the Paraguard system.

2. Non-Paraguard 20A Applications. Contact manufacturer for specific recommendations.

CAUTION: SPECIAL RECOMMENDATIONS THAT ALL PRODUCTS REFERENCED TO MUST BE CONFORMING TO THE ABOVE DRAWING.

- Manufacturer's installation instructions must be followed when installing Paraguard systems. If not followed, the Paraguard system may not perform as required.

- Paraguard ANCHOR with metal/epoxy washer.

- Paraguard 20TS/30 FR TO - INSCULTE XT/INSCULTE RT.

- Galvanized TRAVEL CLEAR.

- Galvanized STEEL TRAVEL CLEAR.

- Galvanized STEEL CUP BASE.

- Galvanized STEEL CUP BASE.

- Concretes CUP PLATE (with metal/epoxy washer).

- Concretes CUP PLATE (with metal/epoxy washer).

- Paraguard 20A.

- Paraguard 20A.

- Paraguard 20A.

- Paraguard 20A.

- Paraguard 20A.

- Paraguard 20A.

- Paraguard 20A.